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It takes the understanding of ice and its cool properties to make a suitable ice surface for hockey. While most people see ice 
as simply the frozen form of water, ice engineers must look at it in an entirely different way. They must look at ice very closely. 
But before we zoom in, let’s zoom out and take a look at your surroundings. Go ahead, look around! You’ll see different things 
depending where you’re at. If you’re at Honda Center for a hockey game, you’ll see the Anaheim Ducks players, Wild Wing, 
fans cheering, and the ice rink itself. These things are called matter. Matter is anything that takes up space and has weight. 
It is all the stuff you can see and even the things you can’t see. Matter is everywhere!

Matter explains how objects on Earth and in the universe behave. They can be found in different forms, or states, called solids, 
liquids, and gases. Each of these states are unique in the way they look, feel, and work. For instance, ice is an object solid enough
to be used for skating where liquids and gases are not. Just imagine what would happen if you tried to skate on a liquid, like water! 

GAS
A gas expands 
outwardly with 

energy and 
explosiveness. Steam 

is the gaseous form of water 
and ice.

SOLID
A solid is hard 
and holds its 
shape. Ice is 
the solid form 

of water.

LIQUID
A liquid is fluid and 
takes the shape of a 
container from the
bottom up. Water 
is the liquid form 
of ice and steam.

ACTIVITY 
What objects do you see in the picture below? In your journal, write down all matter that you see (or can’t see) for this states of
matter scavenger hunt at Honda Center. Be sure to identify them with one of the following states – solid, liquid, or gas.
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On a hockey rink, players are everywhere! For anyone 
watching this fast-paced game, it can be quite a challenge 
to keep track of all these players as they skate on the ice 
or jump over the solid boards to replace their “gassed” 
teammates. It’s a good thing hockey players share 
something in common with matter. They come in 
different states too! These states, or positions, 
are called forwards, defensemen, and goalies. 
Each of these positions are unique in the way 
they look and work. Let’s explore the different 
positions to see what they do for a hockey 
team like the Anaheim Ducks.

JoNathaN 
beRNieR
Goalie | CAN

claytoN 
stoNeR
Defenseman | CAN

simoN 
despRes
Defenseman | CAN

RyaN
kesleR
Forward | USA

JaRed
boll
Forward | USA

keviN 
bieksa
Defenseman | CAN

koRbiNiaN 
holzeR
Defenseman | GER

aNdRew 
cogliaNo
Forward | CAN

Jakob 
silfveRbeRg
Forward | SWE

Josh 
maNsoN
Defenseman | USA

coRey 
peRRy
Forward | CAN

Nick
Ritchie
Forward | CAN

Nate 
thompsoN
Forward | USA

#1

#3

#6

#17

#40

#2

#5

#7

#33

#42

#10

#37

#44

DEFENSEMEN
These players make it 
difficult for the other
team to score goals.
They’re known for their
fluid motion because 
they have a great ability 
to skate forwards and
backwards with very 
little effort.
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sami 
vataNeN
Defenseman | FIN

aNtoiNe
veRmette
Forward | CAN

RickaRd 
Rakell
Forward | SWE

hampus 
liNdholm
Defenseman | SWE

shea
theodoRe
Defenseman | CAN

Joseph
cRamaRossa
Forward | CAN

stefaN
NoeseN
Forward | USA

oNdReJ
kase
Forward | CZE

#45

#50

#67

#47

#53

#74

#64

#86

logaN
shaw
Forward | CAN

#48

GOALIES
These players are 
responsible for keeping 
the puck out of their 
net. They do this by 
playing big and tall like 
a solid wall.

FORWARDS
These players use their explosive movement
to score goals. With their speed, they chase
pucks, generate great scoring chances, and
spread out to cover much of the hockey rink.
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You know that matter comes in three different states. But, did you know that it
can change states too? In some instances, it can do this right before your very
eyes! Matter has a “super power” like ability to change states because it’s made 
of tiny things called atoms. Atoms are the building blocks of life and like your
block set, they can be combined with one another to form molecules. Ice is made
when two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom combine. You might know this
water molecule by its nickname. It’s H2O!

Matter is filled with millions or even billions of molecules and it’s their movement
that causes solids, liquids, and gases to change from state to state. Molecules
move in three different ways. For solids, they are fixed in place. Their molecules
don’t move around at all. But once they start moving, solids become liquids. 
At very fast speeds, matter transforms into gases because their molecules 
are moving with tons of energy. The picture below shows the relationship 
between the movement of molecules and their state of matter.

If you’ve ever held a piece of ice in your hand, it probably didn’t take long for you to drop this very cold object. So, what makes ice
cold? We can understand this frosty word by doing our best impression of a molecule. That’s because the human body has three states
of activity that resemble the movement of molecules in the three states of matter. Sedentary activities are ones where the body is
fixed in place, like sitting. But once the body starts moving, it becomes moderately active. When it is very active, the body moves with
lots of energy and speed.

Oxygen
Hydrogen

Hydrogen

wateR 
molecule

h
h

o
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ACTIVITY  
Are you ready to get moving? To find the real meaning of cold, pay attention to how you feel after participating in each of the three
states of activity. It will reveal what happens to molecules as they begin to move and cause an object, like ice, to change states from
a frosty solid into an explosive cloud of steam. Grab a partner and let’s get moving! 

gatheR mateRials
• Pencil
• Stopwatch, timer, or clock
• You!

let’s move!
• Plan your activities with the three states of activity in mind. Write them down in

Column A and then complete these activities for at least five minutes each. 
• Describe how you felt after each activity using the space provided in Column B. 
• Circle a number on the scale in Column C to describe the amount of heat you felt

during each activity.  

State Activity (A) Feeling (B) Heat Produced (C)

1 Sedentary 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2 Moderately Active 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 Active 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Data Collection

aNalyze youR data
A. Complete the bar graph for the heat produced
during each of the three states of activity.

B. What does this graph tell you about the body when it moves?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sedentary
State of Activity

H
ea
t

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Moderately Active Active
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Conclusions
A. Knowing that the human body and molecules are similar when they move, what do you think happens to molecules when they 

increase their movement and speed?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

B. Complete the sentences below using your knowledge of heat and the states of matter. 
Use the words “more” or “less” to finish the sentence.

•  A solid contains _______________________________________ heat than its liquid form.

•  A solid contains _______________________________________ heat than its gas form.

C. What does the word “cold” mean when we talk about the amount of heat a solid piece of ice has? This is the real definition of cold!
(HINT: How much heat did you make and feel when you were sedentary?)

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Describe a time when you saw an object change from one state to another.


